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Defect-Mediated Diffraction Resonances in Surface Scattering
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A new elastic surface resonance has been observed in angular distributions of He atoms scatt
from a single crystal surface NaCl(001). The process has been identified as a coherent selec
adsorption into one of the surface bound states followed by incoherent scattering from defects in
the continuum. The reverse process has also been identified. These resonances open up poss
ties for other highly defined two-dimensional elastic and inelastic surface scattering experimen
[S0031-9007(97)02364-8]

PACS numbers: 68.35.Dv, 34.50.Dy, 61.72.Dd, 79.20.Rf
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All real, clean surfaces possess a variety of intrinsic d
fects such as vacancies, steps, and kinks which can stron
influence the way a surface interacts with its environmen
Recently, it has been shown than these surface imperf
tions can be characterized through a careful analysis of t
weak background intensities of scattered atoms [1] or ele
trons [2] between the diffraction peaks. In this Letter w
report on the observation of a new resonance involvin
elastic scattering of atoms from defects.

In the well-known resonant process of selective adsor
tion (SA) the incident projectile is diffracted resonantly
at specified incident energies and angles into one of t
bound state levels of the adsorption potential well, whil
still conserving its total energy [3,4]. The early work on
selective adsorption was carried out using angular dist
butions of the total intensity without time-of-flight (TOF)
energy analysis [5]. Today this method provides prob
bly the best way for determining the bound states and t
shape of the physisorption potential well near the surfa
[5,6]. Later, TOF methods revealed that bound state leve
could also be accessed by an inelastic one phonon crea
resonance [7,8] or be ejected by one phonon annihilati
[8]. Recently, a related phenomena called a focused
elastic resonance (FIR) was found [9]. Here we repo
on a defect-mediated elastic resonance (DER) which c
greatly enhance the elastic scattering from defects und
conditions in which either the incident or outgoing beam
is resonantly coupled to a bound state via scattering fro
a defect.

Since in DER the particle either enters the bound sta
via SA or leaves it via the reverse process of selective d
sorption (SD), it is useful to summarize the kinematics o
these resonances [4]. A plane wave incident on a rigid p
riodic surface can be described by a wave vectorki with
componentsKi parallel andkiz perpendicular to the sur-
face and has energyEi  h̄2k2

i y2m  h̄2fK2
i 1 k2

izgy2m,
wherem is the particle mass. Since the surface is per
odic only in the parallel direction, the parallel momentum
is conserved modulo a surface reciprocal lattice vectorG,
while the perpendicular momentum is not conserved. Th
the allowed scattering channels will have wave vecto
given by kG  sKi 1 G, kGzd, where the perpendicular
0031-9007y97y78(8)y1508(4)$10.00
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component is determined by conservation of energyk2
Gz 

k2
i 2 sKi 1 Gd2. Selective adsorption bound state reso

nances occur whenever

k2
Bz  k2

i 2 sKi 1 Bd2  22mjenjh̄2, (1)

whereen is the energy of thenth bound state in the sur-
face adsorption well andB is one of theG vectors [4].
Under the resonant conditions of Eq. (1), direct diffraction
into the bound state is energetically allowed and the wav
function has an amplitude component which is constraine
to a bound state of the surface potential in the normal d
rection but parallel to the surface has a shorter waveleng
than the incident wave. The nature of the wave functio
in the bound state is similar to the well-known Andreev
two-dimensional surface states of3He on the surface of
4He [10].

The high resolution helium atom scattering apparatu
has been described in detail elsewhere [11]. The sum
the incident and final scattering angles is fixed atuSD 
ui 1 uf  90± and for elastic scattering the parallel wave
vector transfer is given byD  fsins90± 2 uid 2 sinuig.
The 6 3 7 mm2 NaCl crystal target was cleaved in
vacuum at scattering chamber pressures near the m
10211 torr range.

Figure 1(a) shows an overview of the total scatterin
intensity diffraction pattern obtained by rotating the targe
so as to changeui [and simultaneouslyuf  s90± 2 uid]
for the k100l azimuth. The two major diffraction peaks
correspond to the surface reciprocal lattice vectors (1,1
(2,2), (21, 21), and (22, 22) with intensities relative to
the specular peak (6 3 106 countsys) similar to those re-
ported previously [12]. Figure 1(b) shows the angular re
gion 65± on both sides of the specular on an enlarge
intensity scale. The many features seen are mostly due
single phonon inelastically mediated resonances and kin
matic focusing resonances [13] which are superimposed
the regular inelastic intensity from single phonon creatio
and annihilation. In order to remove those inelastic con
tributions TOF spectra were measured at angular interva
of 0.1± and only the pure elastic contribution correspond
ing to an energy window of about60.2 meV around the
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Three different scattered angular distributions o
He atoms with wave vectorki  6.55 Å21 incident on the
NaCl(001) surface in thek100l surface azimuth: (a) total an-
gular distribution (AD) showing the diffraction peak intensities
(b) an expanded view of the AD near the specular peak sho
ing the diffuse background; and (c) the elastic angular dist
bution which contains only the elastic contribution of the TO
energy resolved spectrum.

elastic peak was retained. Figure 1(c) shows the resu
ing elastic angular distribution (EAD), which now reveal
a number of sharp DER structures with an order of ma
nitude lower intensity than in Fig. 1(b) superimposed o
the background intensity of less than103 countsys. As
discussed previously [1], this intensity is due to scatterin
largely from the edges of structural defects on the surfac
To investigate these resonances further similar EADs we
measured for 13 different incident wave vectors.

Figure 2 shows some representative EADs. In each
the scans two to three DER features are marked by arro
and the numbers 1, 2, and 3. They are symmetrica
positioned about the specular peak, and the intensity
each symmetric pair is nearly equal as explained belo
after Eq. (2). They are clearly not diffraction features
since their positions in parallel wave vector transferDK
shift with incident energy, whereas any possible diffractio
features would remain at fixed positions inDK.

Using a notationfnsGx , Gydg, wheren is the number of
the bound state as in Table I andGx andGy are thex and
y components ofG expressed in units of the NaCl surface
reciprocal lattice vector of1.58 Å21, the peaks in Fig. 2
are identified via Eq. (1) as belonging to thef3s1, 1dg,
f1s2, 0dg, and f3s22, 2dg resonances. It should be noted
that thef1s2, 0dg andf3s22, 2dg resonances are degenerat
with the f1s0, 2dg and f3s2, 22dg, respectively. Note that
the two resonancesf3s1, 1dg and f1s2, 0dg move toward
smaller values ofui (smaller values of parallel momentum
f
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FIG. 2. Some typical EAD measurements of the diffus
elastic intensity as a function of incident angleui for He
incident on NaCl(001) in thek100l surface azimuthal direction
at four different incident wave vectorski  6.42 7.11 Å. The
peaks marked with numbered arrows (#) are the diffuse elastic
resonance features. The arrow numbers 1, 2, and 3 denote
[3(1,1)], [1(2,0)], andf3s22, 2dg resonances, respectively.

transfer) with increasing energy, while thef3s22, 2dg
resonance exhibits opposite behavior and moves to lar
values ofui .

In Fig. 3, the open diamond shaped data points (e)
show the positions of the observed DER peaks obtain
from the EADs in a plot of incident angleui versus
incident wave vectorki and the circles (s) show the
position of the specular diffraction peak. For compariso
the solid lines are calculated for SA conditions on th
incident beam from Eq. (1), while the dashed lines a
calculated from an equation similar to Eq. (1) for resona
conditions on the final scattered beam (SD), using t
bound state energy levels given in Table I. These ene
levels agree well with the previous measurements.

The excellent agreement of the resonance features w
the calculations based on Eq. (1) establishes that the
atoms have accessed the bound states of the NaCl sur
by either in the one case entering via a selective adsorp
(solid lines in Fig. 3) or in the other case leaving via
selective desorption process (dashed lines in Fig. 3). Si
we can rule out all inelastic processes, as well as rule
all diffraction possibilities for the second vertex require
to either leave or enter the bound state, we are left w
only an elastic process. The only elastic process poss
is scattering from defects.

To check that indeed defects are involved, the surfa
defect density was intentionally reduced by baking t
crystal for 12 h at a temperature of 500 K. As show
1509
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TABLE I. Comparison of the present best fit bound state levels (en) for NaCl(001) with pre-
vious determinations.

2e0 smeVd 2e1 2e2 2e3 Refs.

· · · 3.35 · · · 0.30 Present work
7.21 6 0.10 · · · 1.62 6 0.07 0.41 6 0.12 [13]

· · · 3.7 6 0.4 · · · · · · [5,14]
· · · 3.4 6 0.1 · · · · · · [9]

7.07 6 0.05 · · · · · · · · · [15]
· · · 4.1 6 0.1 1.5 6 0.1 0.31 6 0.05 [16]
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in previous studies [17], this temperature is sufficient
anneal the intrinsic surface defects of NaCl. The smoo
ing of the surface upon annealing resulted in a decreas
the DER peak intensities as well as the total diffuse bac
ground by a factor of 5 compared to the unannealed s
face. This provides evidence that the resonances obse
in the present work are mediated by intrinsic surfa
defects.

Figure 4(a) shows a mechanism in which the incomi
beam can diffract into one of the bound states but enco
ters a defect while in the bound state. The defect will a
as a symmetry-breaking object and can elastically sca
wave amplitudes out of the bound state in all direction
Those outwardly scattered waves which conserve total
ergy will appear asymptotically far from the surface a
a part of the diffuse elastic amplitude. There they w
interfere with the diffuse elastic signal which is directl
scattered from the defect without first passing throu
the bound state. This interference can be described b
Feshbach resonance line shape, similarly to the case for

FIG. 3. Plot of the peak positions in incident angleui as a
function of incident total wave vector for He atom scattering o
the NaCl(001)k110l. The data points shown as diamonds (e)
are the DER features, while the specular peak is marked w
circles (s). The calculated curves show the expected positio
of the DER features as predicted by Eq. (1), with solid curv
for the process of Fig. 4(a) and dashed curves for the proc
of Fig. 4(b).
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dinary selective adsorption [18]. However, if as expecte
the diffraction matrix element is large compared to tha
of the defect scattering between the continuum and boun
state, then the line shape will reduce to a Lorentzian an
lead to an enhancement of the diffuse elastic intensity
all final scattered angles whenever the incident beam is
resonance.

The mechanism for the reverse process also observed
shown in Fig. 4(b). A beam with wave vectorki is inci-
dent at an arbitrary angle and encounters a small covera
of symmetry-breaking defects on the surface. Direct sca
tering from the defects will scatter partial waves into the
diffuse elastic amplitude, but by the same process som
amplitude will be scattered into all of the bound states
while still conserving energy. The amplitudes incoher
ently scattered into the bound states can subsequen
leave the bound states via diffraction, but only into thos
diffraction states which correspond to resonance cond
tions. Thus Fig. 4(b) depicts a process which implies
that the diffuse elastic signal due to surface defects fo

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the forward (a) an
time-reversed (b) processes that contribute to diffuse elast
resonances. Scattering into the specular and Bragg diffractio
channels are marked withks andkG, respectively.
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an incident beam of energyEi should be enhanced in the
discrete outgoing directions corresponding to bound st
resonance conditions, regardless of the scattering angle
the incident beam.

The scattering matrix is invariant under time and pari
reversal (TP invariance), which implies that for eve
parity surface potentials the two mechanisms of Figs. 4
and 4(b) are time-reversed images of each other.
particular, for even parity surfaces, we have the followin
equality in the transition matrix:

kkf jT jkil  eigkksjT jkf 0 l , (2)

whereT is the transition operator,ks is the state specu-
lar to ki , andkf 0 is the incident state whose specular
kf , i.e., kf and kf 0 differ only in that the perpendicular
components of their momenta have opposite signs. T
result of interchanging final and initial angles in this in
plane fixed angle experiment is not only to changeDK
into 2DK, but also the operationki ! k0

f simultane-
ously with kf ! ks. This explains why at each value
of ki in Figs. 2 and 3, pairs of peaks are symmetrical
located at6Du on either side of the specular position a
ui  45± (or equivalently, at6DK). For a surface with
even parity, or simply even parity on average, the tw
symmetric peaks will have equal intensities.

The demonstration of the existence of DERs is based
the observation of the following signature effects: (i) the
obey the kinematical conditions of Eq. (1) dictated by th
reciprocal lattice vectors and the bound state energy lev
(ii) they appear as pairs of roughly equal intensity symme
rically positioned about the specular peak as imposed
the time-reversal symmetry of the transition matrix Eq. (2
and (iii) annealing of the surface defects leads to strong
duction of the DER peak intensities. The intensity of th
DER peaks is large compared to the background beca
the wave in one of the bound states of the potential trav
close to the surface and the probability of encountering
defect is large even if the defects are very rarefied. This
a dimensionality effect arising because the scattering in
the bound state “compresses” the incoming 3D plane wa
into a 2D wave traveling parallel to the surface.

Finally, we would like to discuss some future possibil
ties for application of the DER effect. (i) The quantitativ
study of DERs will enable measuring the differential an
total cross sections of defects on the surface under extra
dinarily well-defined conditions as a result of illumination
by the two-dimensional incident wave in different selecte
bound states. This configuration contrasts with the us
case in which a defect is illuminated by an incident thre
dimensional plane wave. (ii) There are some interesti
possibilities for inelastic effects associated with DER.
DER is observed from adsorbates with low energy mod
such as frustrated translation modes [19], there should
inelastic Einstein mode multiquantum overtones scatter
out in all directions by the defect according to the pro
cesses of Fig. 4(a). We would expect the bound state
cident wave to impart large parallel momentum transfe
te
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and hence have large inelastic intensities. (iii) The DER
is not limited to atom or molecule scattering, it should
also be observed in electron scattering or any other scat
tering process where one can observe selective adsorptio
type resonances [20,21].
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